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 quilt     craft     cook    create Constructing the block, cont: 
 

For the D units, make like the C units, layering the remaining Beige scrap square on top of a 

Red scrap 3 1/2-inch square, stitching, cutting, and pressing as before. Make 2 D units that 

measure 3-inches square. 
 

For the E units, mark two diagonal lines across the back of one remaining 3 3/4-inch Beige 

squares. Layer on top of the remaining Beige square. As before, stitch 1/4-inch to each side of 

one  diagonal  line, cut apart,  press. Set aside.  Mark two diagonal lines  across the back  of  the  

3 3/4-inch Red square. Layer on top of the 3 3/4-inch Blue square, and as before, stitch 1/4-inch 

to each side of one diagonal line, cut apart, press. Re-draw the diagonal line from the Red piece 

onto the Blue piece’s corner. Layer one Beige square on top of a Blue/Red square, diagonal 

seams crossing, and as before, stitch 1/4-inch to each side of the drawn line, cut apart, and 

press. Make 4 E units each measuring 3-inches square. 

 

 

 

 

 

Assemble the block in four rows following the diagram on page 2 paying careful attention to 

the placement of each unit. Sew the 2 1/2-inch side border strips in place, trimming to fit; press 

to the border strips. Repeat with the remaining 2 1/2-inch border strips for the top and bottom of 

the block, trimming to fit. Press to the border strips. Your block should measure slightly more 

than 12 1/2-inches; use 12 1/2-inch ruler to center and trim your block. You may trim the block 

now or later when you are ready put your quilt together. 
 

Erik’s tips: 
 

Similar to the Fly Foot block, this block uses the same construction techniques: half square tri-

angles and “double half square triangles”. The C and D units use one split half square, and the 

E units use two, the E units being simply different colored “hourglasses”. The online tutorial 

with photos we have posted should help you. 
 

We have included finished measurements for each unit--if you find your units finish too small 

from the cutting sizes we have given, do not hesitate to cut the squares larger than necessary, 

trimming them to size once you have sewn them.  
 

Do not hesitate to press seams you have already pressed to the opposite direction as you put the 

rows together--your seams should “nest” where they can. Careful pinning will allow you to 

match all of the seams perfectly. 
 

Once again, this block could have been made in a 12-inch square, it was purposely made 

smaller with a ‘courthouse step’ style border added to bring it to the full dimension. This was 
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